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a b s t r a c t
A graph is d-degenerate if every subgraph contains a vertex of degree at most d. For
instance, planar graphs are 5-degenerate. Inspired by the recent work by Philip, Raman
and Sikdar, who have shown the existence of a polynomial kernel for Dominating Set in
d-degenerate graphs, we investigate the kernelization complexity of problems that include
a connectivity requirement in this class of graphs.
Our main contribution is the proof that Connected Dominating Set does not admit
a polynomial kernel in d-degenerate graphs for d ≥ 2 unless NP ⊆ coNP/poly, which is
known to cause a collapse of the polynomial hierarchy to its third level.We prove this using
a problem that originates from bioinformatics – Colourful Graph Motif – analysed and
proved to be NP-hard by Fellows et al. This problemnicely encapsulates the hardness of the
connectivity requirement in kernelization. Our technique also yields an alternative proof
that, under the same complexity assumption, Steiner Tree does not admit a polynomial
kernel. The original proof, via a reduction from Set Cover, is due to Dom, Lokshtanov and
Saurabh.
We extend our analysis by showing that, unless NP ⊆ coNP/poly, there do not exist
polynomial kernels for Steiner Tree, Connected Feedback Vertex Set and Connected
Odd Cycle Transversal in d-degenerate graphs for d ≥ 2. On the other hand, we show a
polynomial kernel for Connected Vertex Cover in graphs that do not contain the biclique
Ki,j as a subgraph. As a d-degenerate graph cannot contain Kd+1,d+1 as a subgraph, the
results holds also for graphs of bounded degeneracy.
© 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
In the parameterized complexity setting, an instance comes with an integer parameter k-formally, a parameterized
problem Q is a subset of Σ∗ × N for some finite alphabet Σ . We say that the problem is fixed parameter tractable (FPT )
if there exists an algorithm solving any instance (x, k) in time f (k)poly(|x|) for some (usually exponential) computable
function f . A kernelization algorithm for a problem Q takes an instance (x, k) and in time polynomial in |x| + k produces
an equivalent instance (x′, k′) (i.e., (x, k) ∈ Q iff (x′, k′) ∈ Q ) such that |x′| + k′ ≤ g(k) for some computable function g .
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The function g is the size of the kernel and if it is polynomial, we say that Q admits a polynomial kernel. A folklore theorem
asserts that a problem is FPT iff it is kernelizable (see e.g. [14]). However, the sizes of kernels for NP-hard obtained from this
theorem are huge, and unlikely to be polynomial (unless P = NP).
Kernelization techniques can be viewed as polynomial-time preprocessing routines for tackling NP-hard problems.
Parameterized complexity provides a formal framework for the analysis of such algorithms. In particular small (i.e.,
polynomial) kernels play an important role, and there are numerous positive results showing small kernels for various
problems, including Vertex Cover [9] and Feedback Vertex Set [33]. In 2008, Bodlaender et al. [3] and Fortnow and
Santhanam [20] cameupwith a technique that allows to prove negative results in this field: their tools provide away to show
that a parameterized problem does not admit a polynomial kernel unless the polynomial hierarchy collapses up to the third
level. Since then, the study kernelization hardness became a rapidly developing subarea of parameterized complexity, with
numerous results (e.g. [3,7,5,6,10,13,17,25,26,28]) and new extensions, such as cross-compositions [5], co-nondeterministic
compositions [25], or weak compositions that allow to exclude polynomial kernels of particular exponent [12,11,22].
On the other hand, many problems which are hard in general graphs (i.e., without a polynomial kernel or not even FPT)
have small kernels in restricted graph classes, such as planar graphs, bounded genus graphs, apex-minor-free graphs or
H-minor-free graphs. For example, in the class of H-minor-free graphs one can provide linear kernels for Feedback Vertex
Set, Connected Vertex Cover [18], Dominating Set and Connected Dominating Set [19]. Very recently, Langer et al. [27]
initiated a study of small kernels in a wider class of H-topological-minor-free graphs, obtaining (among other results) a
linear kernel for Connected Vertex Cover.
The aforementioned results use the topological structure of the considered graph classes. However, sometimes an even
weaker assumption on the graph class leads to significantly better algorithms and kernels than in the general case. One
may, for instance, consider the class of d-degenerate graphs. A graph is called d-degenerate if every induced subgraph
contains a vertex of degree at most d. For instance, the class of 1-degenerate graphs is the class of forests, and all planar
graphs are 5-degenerate. Moreover, every Kr -minor-free graph (in particular, any H-minor-free graph for |V (H)| = r) is
O(r
√
log r)-degenerate [24,31,32]. Alon andGutner [1] followed byGolovach andVillanger [21] proved thatDominating Set
and Connected Dominating Set, which areW [2]-hard in general graphs [14], are FPTwhen the input graph is d-degenerate.
Very recently, Philip et al. [29] proved thatDominating Set is FPT and admits a polynomial kernel in a larger class of graphs:
graphs excluding the biclique Ki,j as a subgraph (note that a d-degenerate graph cannot contain Kd+1,d+1 as a subgraph).
A natural question arises: does the bounded degeneracy assumption help in the kernelization of other problems? In
particular, the question of finding a polynomial kernel for ConnectedDominating Set in d-degenerated graphswas posed at
the 1stWorkshop on Kernels (WORKER’09, Bergen, Norway). In this paper we providemostly negative answers to questions
of existence of polynomial kernels for connectivity problems in graphs of bounded degeneracy. Note that this is in sharp
contrast with the existence of the linear kernel for Connected Dominating Set in apex-minor-free graphs [18].
The main contribution of this paper is the idea of using the Colourful Graph Motif problem, which, intuitively,
encapsulates the hardness of the connectivity requirement.
Colourful Graph Motif Parameter: k.
Input: A graph G = (V , E), an integer k and a function f : V → {1, 2, . . . , k}.
Question: Does there exist a connected set S ⊆ V of cardinality k, such that f |S is bijective?
We think of the function f to be a colouring of V – each number from {1, 2, . . . , k} corresponds to a single colour – and we
ask whether it is possible to choose a connected set containing exactly one vertex of each colour.
Fellows et al. [16] have shown that, surprisingly, this problem is NP-hard even in the class of trees of maximum degree
3. We extend this analysis by showing NP-hardness and nonexistence of a polynomial kernel (unless NP ⊆ coNP/poly) for
Colourful Graph Motif in comb graphs, a subclass of trees of maximum degree three (see Definition 4.1). A significantly
deeper discussion on the hardness of Colourful Graph Motif problem in different classes of trees can be found in a
subsequent paper by Ambalath et al. [2].
The Colourful Graph Motif problem is simple enough to admit a reduction to Connected Dominating Set in 2-
degenerate graphs. As a by-product of this analysis, we obtain an alternative proof that Steiner Tree does not admit a
polynomial kernel in arbitrary graphs. The original proof, via reduction from Red Blue Dominating Set (aka Set Cover) is
due to Dom et al. [13]. We analyse Colourful GraphMotif in Section 4 and apply it to Connected Dominating Set to show
that Connected Dominating Set does not admit a polynomial kernel in 2-degenerate graphs. In Section 4 we also show the
reduction from Colourful Graph Motif to Steiner Tree.
On the positive side (in Section 5)weprovide aO(k2+(i+j)kmin(i,j))-vertex kernel forConnectedVertex Cover inKi,j-free
graphs. Our reduction rules do not require the graphs to be Ki,j-free and as such can be applied to arbitrary graphs. They are
based on the Buss’ kernel for Vertex Cover [8] andmay be considered folklore in the parameterized complexity community.
The only part specific for Ki,j-free graph is the analysis of the size of the kernel, where we use arguments similar to those
developed by Philip et al. [29]. Moreover, using the recent results of Dell and Marx [11], we show that the dependency on
min(i, j) in the exponent of the kernel size is probably unavoidable.
Preliminaries and notation are given in Section 2. As a warmup, in Section 3 by easy reductions and using already known
results we show that Steiner Tree, Connected Feedback Vertex Set and Connected Odd Cycle Transversal do not admit
polynomial kernels in 2-degenerate graphs. All discussedproblems are parameterized by the solution size, except for Steiner
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Tree, which is parameterized both by the solution size and the size of the terminal set. Precise definitions of considered
problems can be found in the appropriate sections.
2. Preliminaries and notation
Before we start, let us introduce some notation. All problems are considered on an undirected graph G = (V , E). The set
N(v) = {u : uv ∈ E} is the neighbourhood of v and N[v] = N(v) ∪ {v} is the closed neighbourhood of v. We extend this
notation to all subsets A ⊆ V : N[A] =v∈A N[v] and N(A) = N[A] \ A. We say that a vertex v is dominated by a vertex set
A if v ∈ N[A]; a vertex set A is dominating if N[A] = V . Whenever we speak of a parameterized problem Q , by d-deg-Q we
denote the problem Q , where the class of input graphs is restricted to d-degenerate graphs.
In this section we recall all the required definitions about kernels, and ways to prove the non-existence of a polynomial
kernel. In general, we follow the notation from [13]. Given a parameterized problem Q ⊆ Σ∗ × N, its unparameterized
version is a language Q˜ = {x#1k : (x, k) ∈ Q }, i.e., we append the parameter written in unary. Let us now cite the main
result of Bodlaender et al. [3] and Fortnow and Santhanam [20].
Definition 2.1 (Composition [3,13]). A composition algorithm for a parameterized problem Q ⊆ Σ∗ ×N is an algorithm that
receives as input a sequence (x1, k), (x2, k), . . ., (xt , k) with (xi, k) ∈ Σ∗ × N for each 1 ≤ i ≤ t , uses polynomial time int
i=1 |xi| + k, and outputs (y, k′) ∈ Σ∗ × Nwith (y, k′) ∈ Q iff ∃1≤i≤t(xi, k) ∈ Q and k′ is polynomial in k. A parameterized
problem is called compositional if there is a composition algorithm for it.
Theorem 2.2 ([3,20]). Let Q be a compositional parameterized problemwhose unparameterized version Q˜ is NP-complete. Then,
unless NP ⊆ coNP/poly, there is no polynomial kernel for Q .
To prove the non-existence of a polynomial kernel for some parameterized problem, it is not always necessary to use
Theorem 2.2. As in the case of NP-complete problems, we can use reductions instead.
Definition 2.3 ([7,13]). Let P and Q be parameterized problems. We say that P is polynomial parameter reducible to Q ,
written P ≤Ptp Q , if there exists a polynomial-time computable function f : Σ∗ × N → Σ∗ × N and a polynomial p, such
that for all (x, k) ∈ Σ∗ × N the following holds: (x, k) ∈ P iff (x′, k′) = f (x, k) ∈ Q and k′ ≤ p(k). The function f is called a
polynomial parameter transformation.
Theorem 2.4 ([7,13]). Let P and Q be parameterized problems and P˜ and Q˜ be the unparameterized versions of P and Q
respectively. Suppose that P˜ is NP-hard and Q˜ is in NP. Assume there is a polynomial parameter transformation from P to Q .
Then if Q admits a polynomial kernel, so does P.
3. Easy cases: Steiner Tree, Connected Feedback Vertex Set and Connected Odd Cycle Transversal
We begin by showing that, unless NP ⊆ coNP/poly, no polynomial kernel exists even for 2-degenerate graphs for three
problems: Steiner Tree, Connected Feedback Vertex Set and Connected Odd Cycle Transversal. We use the results of
Dom et al. [13], where the authors show Steiner Tree and Connected Vertex Cover do not admit a polynomial kernel
in the class of all graphs. We use these two problems as a starting points for our reductions, making use of the result on
polynomial parameter transformations of Bodlaender et al. [7, Theorem 2.4]. The presented constructions are adjustments
of reductions made for Connected Feedback Vertex Set [28].
First, let us recall the precise definitions of these problems.
Steiner Tree (ST) Parameter: t := |T | and k.
Input: A graph G = (V , E), a set of terminals T ⊆ V and an integer k.
Question: Does there exist S ⊆ V , such that G[S ∪ T ] is connected and |S| ≤ k?
Connected Feedback Vertex Set (CFVS) Parameter: k.
Input: A graph G = (V , E) and an integer k.
Question: Does there exist a set S ⊆ V of cardinality at most k, such that G[S] is connected and G[V \ S] contains no
cycles?
Connected Odd Cycle Transversal Parameter: k.
Input: A graph G = (V , E) and an integer k.
Question: Does there exist a set S ⊆ V of cardinality at most k, such that G[S] is connected and G[V \ S] is bipartite
(that is, contains no cycles of odd length)?
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Connected Vertex Cover Parameter: k.
Input: A graph G = (V , E) and an integer k.
Question: Does there exist a set S ⊆ V of cardinality at most k, such that G[S] is connected and every edge e ∈ E has
at least one endpoint in S?
Now let us note the following simple observation.
Lemma 3.1. Assume that in a graph G every edge has an endpoint of degree at most 2. Then G is 2-degenerate.
Proof. Consider an induced subgraph of G. If it does not contain any edge, there is nothing to prove. Otherwise, it has at
least one edge, which by assumption admits at least one endpoint of degree at most two in G. The claim follows from the
fact that the degree of a vertex does not increase in taking induced subgraphs. 
We now show reductions to each of the three aforementioned problems.
Proposition 3.2. There exists a polynomial parameter transformation from Connected Vertex Cover to 2-deg-Connected
Feedback Vertex Set, as well as from Connected Vertex Cover to 2-deg-Connected Odd Cycle Transversal.
Proof. Consider any instance (G, k) of Connected Vertex Cover. We create a graph G′ = (V ′, E ′). We take V ′ = V ∪
E1 ∪ E2 ∪ E3—the vertices of G′ are the vertices of G plus three new vertices e1, e2, e3 for each edge e of G. For each edge
e = uv ∈ E we add five edges to E ′: ue1, e1v, ve2, e2e3 and e3u. This means we transform each edge of G into a cycle of
length 5, where the original vertices are not adjacent on the cycle. Lemma 3.1 implies that G′ is 2-degenerate. We claim that
the Connected Vertex Cover instance (G, k), a Connected Feedback Vertex Set instance (G′, 2k−1) and a Connected Odd
Cycle Transversal instance (G′, 2k− 1) are equivalent.
First, let us assume that the answer to the Connected Vertex Cover instance (G, k) is positive and let S be a connected
vertex cover of G of size at most k. As S is connected, we can create a spanning tree T in G[S], that consists of at most k− 1
edges ES ⊆ E. Let E ′S = {e1 : e ∈ ES}—that is, for each edge e ∈ ES we take into E ′S the vertex in V ′ corresponding to e that is
adjacent to both endpoints of e in G. Let S ′ = S∪E ′S . Note that G′[S ′] is isomorphic to a graph obtained from T by subdividing
every edge once, thus it is connected. We claim G′[V ′ \ S ′] contains no cycles. Assume C is a cycle in G′[V ′ \ S ′]. C cannot
consist only of elements of V (since V is independent in G′), thus C contains some element ei. As e1, e2 and e3 are of degree
two, and e2e3 ∈ E ′, C also has to contain both vertices from V which the corresponding edge e ∈ E connects. This, however,
means in particular that neither of these vertices was in S, which is a contradiction with the assumption that S was a vertex
cover of G, as the edge e is not covered.We infer that the answer to the Connected Feedback Vertex Set instance (G′, 2k−1)
is positive.
Clearly, any connected feedback vertex set is also a connected odd cycle transversal. Thus, if the answer to the Connected
Feedback Vertex Set instance (G′, 2k − 1) is positive, so is the answer to the Connected Odd Cycle Transversal instance
(G′, 2k− 1).
Now assume we have a minimum connected odd cycle transversal S ⊆ V ′ in G′ of cardinality at most 2k − 1. Assume
|S| ≥ 2 (the case |S| = 1 is trivial). Notice that |S ∩ V | ≤ k – if we have more than k vertices from V , they form at least k+ 1
connected components, and each vertex from E1 ∪ E2 ∪ E3 connects at most two of them – thus S would not be connected.
We claim S ∩ V forms a connected vertex cover of G. First note that G[S ∩ V ] is connected: if v, v′ ∈ S ∩ V are connected
in G′[S] by a path P , the vertices from V on P form a path connecting v and v′ in G[S ∩ V ]. Furthermore, consider any edge
e = uv in E and the corresponding cycle (u, e1, v, e2, e3) in G′. As S is an odd cycle transversal in G′, at least one of these
five vertices must belong to S. As |S| ≥ 2 and S is connected, unless S = {e2, e3}, at least one of u, v is in S—and thus e is
covered in G by S ∩ V . In the case S = {e2, e3}, note that {e2} is also a connected odd cycle transversal of G′, contradicting
the minimality of S. 
The following corollary follows from Proposition 3.2 and the result of Bodlaender et al. [7, Theorem 2.4].
Corollary 3.3. For all d ≥ 2, the problems d-deg–Connected Feedback Vertex Set and d-deg-Connected Odd Cycle
Transversal do not admit a polynomial kernel unless NP ⊆ coNP/poly.
The last reduction to degenerate graphs from previously known results is for 2-deg-Steiner Tree. The alternative proof
of the kernelization hardness of 2-deg-Steiner Tree, via reduction from Colourful GraphMotif, can be found in Section 4.
Proposition 3.4. There is a polynomial parameter transformation from Steiner Tree to 2-deg-Steiner Tree, and d-deg-Steiner
Tree for all d ≥ 2 admits no polynomial kernel unless NP ⊆ coNP/poly.
Proof. Take a general instance (G, k, T ) of Steiner Tree. Create a new graph G′ by subdividing each edge – formally, let
V ′ = V ∪ E and ve ∈ E ′ if v is an endpoint of e in G. The graph G′ is 2 – degenerate by Lemma 3.1.
We claim that the answer for (G, k, T ) is the same as the answer for (G′, 2k+|T |− 1, T ). Assume we have a solution S of
(G, k, T ). ThenG[S∪T ] is connected. Take any spanning tree ofG[S∪T ], let F be the set of its edges, we have |F | ≤ k+|T |−1.
Now F ∪ S is a solution in (G′, 2k + |T | − 1, T ). In the other direction, if we have a solution S ′ in (G′, 2k + |T | − 1, T ), we
consider S = S ′∩V . Note that S∪ T has cardinality at most k+|T |—since |S ′∪ T | ≤ 2k+2|T |−1, S∪ T is isolated in G′, and
adding a single vertex from E connects at most two components of the set. Thus S has a cardinality at most k, and G[S ∪ T ]
is connected (for otherwise S ′ ∪ T could not be connected in G′). 
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4. From Colourful Graph Motif to Connected Dominating Set
4.1. Colourful Graph Motif
The Connected Vertex Cover problem is, in a number of cases, too specific to allow easy reductions. The Colourful
Graph Motif problem turned out to be very handy in our case.
Fellows et al. [16] have shown that Colourful Graph Motif in the class of trees of maximum degree 3 is already NP-
complete. We extend this analysis by showing that Colourful Graph Motif is NP-complete in comb graphs.
Definition 4.1. A graph G = (V , E) is called a comb graph if it is a tree, all vertices are of degree atmost 3, and all the vertices
of degree 3 lie on a single simple path. Any such path is called a spine of a comb graph.
Proposition 4.2. The unparameterized version of the problem Colourful Graph Motif in comb graphs is NP-complete.
Proof. Being in NP is obvious. For hardness, we reduce the CNF-SAT problem to Colourful Graph Motif in a comb graph.
Let us consider an instance C1 ∧ C2 ∧ · · · ∧ Cm of CNF-SAT with variables x1, x2, . . . , xn. We create a comb graph G = (V , E).
For each clause Cr = (lr1 ∨ lr2 ∨ · · · ∨ lrkr ) we add 4kr vertices to G: v(Cr , lri , j) for 1 ≤ i ≤ kr and j = 1, 2, 3, 4. Also, for
each variable x we add four vertices: v(x, j) and v(¬x, j) for j = 0, 1. Finally, we add two vertices s and t . The edges are as
follows:
• For any Cr and any lri in Cr we arrange the vertices v(Cr , lri , 1), v(Cr , lri , 2) and v(Cr , lri , 3) into a path, in this order. By
Pclause we denote the set of all such paths constructed for all clauses Cr and literals lri .• For any literal l = x or l = ¬x we arrange all the vertices v(l, j) and v(Cr , lri , 4) where lri = l into a single path, where
v(l, 0) and v(l, 1) lie on the ends of this path. By Pliteral we denote the set of all such paths constructed for all literals l.
• We arrange the vertices s, t , v(l, 0) for all literals l and v(Cr , lri , 1) for all clauses Cr and literals lri in Cr into a single path,
where s and t are the ends of this path. This path, denoted by Pspine, is a spine of the comb (see Fig. 1).
To see that the graphdefined above is indeed a comb, consider vertices on the path Pspine. Each vertex v(l, 0) is an endpoint
of exactly one simple path in Pliteral. Each vertex v(Cr , lri , 1) is an endpoint of exactly one simple path in Pclause. Thus, each
vertex on the path Pspine except s and t is an endpoint of exactly one path in the set Pliteral ∪ Pclause, and has degree 3.
Moreover, all vertices that do not lie on Pspine lie on exactly one path in Pliteral ∪ Pclause. Thus, the defined graph is indeed a
comb and the path Pspine, between s and t , is a spine.
Now we create a colouring function f . We set f (v(Cr , lri , 2)) = f (v(Cr , lri , 4)) for any literal lri in any clause Cr , for each
clause Cr we set all f (v(Cr , lri , 3)) equal for i = 1, . . . , kr and we set f (v(x, 1)) = f (v(¬x, 1)) for any variable x. All function
values of f not stated to be equal are different.
Now let us see how an assignment of values to the variables corresponds to a connected set S in G. Assume we have an
assignment φ of values for the formula C1 ∧ C2 ∧ · · · ∧ Cm. We choose S as follows:
• We take all the vertices on the spine of G to be in S.
• For each variable x, if φ(x) is true, we choose v(¬x, 1) ∈ S, and otherwise we choose v(x, 1) ∈ S. In each case, we also
take the whole path from v(¬x, 0) to v(¬x, 1) or from v(x, 0) to v(x, 1) to be in S.
• If the literal lri occurs in the clause Cr and was assigned to be true, we choose the vertex v(Cr , lri , 2) to be in S.• If the assignment satisfied all the clauses then for each clause Cr at least one of the vertices v(Cr , lri , 2)was chosen to be
in S. Therefore, we choose one of the corresponding vertices v(Cr , lri , 3) to be in S.
A direct check shows that the set thus chosen is connected and contains exactly one vertex of each colour – thus S is a
solution to the Colourful Graph Motif problem on graph G. The correspondence holds also in the reverse direction – if S
is a solution of Colourful Graph Motif on G then:
• s, t ∈ S (as they are the only vertices of their respective colours), thus the whole spine of G is a subset of S by the
connectivity of S;
• for each variable x exactly one of v(x, 1) or v(¬x, 1) is in S. If it is v(x, 1), we assign φ(x) to be false, otherwise we assign
φ(x) to be true.
• by the connectivity of S all the vertices v(Cr , lri , 4) are in S if lri is assigned to be false;• for any clause Cr one of the vertices v(Cr , lri , 3) is in S, and thus the appropriate v(Cr , lri , 2) is in S;• as all vertices of S are of a different colour, if v(Cr , lri , 2) ∈ S, then v(Cr , lri , 4) ∉ S, which means lri was assigned to be
true, and thus Cr is satisfied by our assignment.
As CNF-SAT is NP-hard and the unparameterized Colourful GraphMotif problem is created in polynomial (even linear)
time with respect to the size of the CNF-SAT problem we started with, the unparameterized Colourful Graph Motif
problem in combs is NP-complete. 
We now prove the hardness of kernelization of Colourful Graph Motif in comb graphs. First, note that a simple
composition algorithm yields the following result.
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Fig. 1. Part of the constructed comb illustrating vertices added for clause C = (α∨β ∨ γ ) and their interaction with paths arranged for literals α and¬α.
Corollary 4.3. The problem Colourful Graph Motif, when the input graph is restricted to graphs being a disjoint union of
combs, does not admit a polynomial kernel unless NP ⊆ coNP/poly.
Proof. We use the framework of compositions of Bodlaender et al. [3] (Theorem 2.2) and take the disjoint union of graphs
and the union of the respective colouring functions as the composition algorithm. Note that any feasible solution is required
to induce a connected subgraph and therefore it needs to be contained in one connected component of the input graph. In
the other direction, clearly a solution to one of the input instances induces a solution of the output instance. 
Wefinish the analysiswith a reduction fromadisjoint unionof combs to a single comb. A similar resultwas independently
obtained by Ambalath et al. [2].
Proposition 4.4. There exists a polynomial parameter transformation from ColourfulGraphMotif in a disjoint union of combs
to Colourful Graph Motif in combs, and Colourful Graph Motif in the class of comb graphs does not admit a polynomial
kernel unless NP ⊆ coNP/poly.
Proof. Assumewe have an instance of Colourful GraphMotif in a disjoint union of combs G, with k colours. Assume k ≥ 3
(if k ≤ 2, Colourful Graph Motif can be trivially solved in polynomial time). We create a single comb with k colours. Let
G1,G2, . . . ,Gl be the connected components (combs) of G. Let ui be the first vertex on the spine of Gi and vi—the last. We
create the graph G′ as follows:
• All Gis are subgraphs of G′• For each iwe add vertices u′i and v′i to G′• We add edges uiu′i , viv′i for each i = 1, 2, . . . , l and an edge v′iu′i+1 for each i = 1, 2, . . . , l− 1• f (u′i) = f (ui), f (v′i) = f (vi).
The graph G′ is a comb graph with the spine consisting of all the spines of Gis and all the added vertices. Any solution of
Colourful Graph Motif in (G, k, f ) has to be contained in a single Gi, as it is connected, and thus can be used without
changes in G′. On the other hand no solution of Colourful GraphMotif in G′ contains u′i or v
′
i – since if it contained v
′
i , then
it could not contain vi (as f (vi) = f (v′i)), it cannot contain ui+1 (since it would have to pass through u′i+1, which is of the
same colour) – thus, due to connectivity, it would contain at most two vertices, while we assumed k ≥ 3. This implies that
a solution to Colourful Graph Motif in G′ is contained in one of the Gis, and thus can be used as a solution in G. 
Corollary 4.5. 1-deg-Colourful Graph Motif does not admit a polynomial kernel unless NP ⊆ coNP/poly.
Proof. We use Theorem 2.4. The unparameterized version of the problem Colourful Graph Motif with the input graphs
restricted to combs is NP-complete, and the unparameterized version of the problem Colourful Graph Motif with the
input graphs restricted to forests (i.e., 1-degenerate graphs) is in NP. As any instance of Colourful Graph Motif with the
input graphs restricted to combs can be treated as an instance of 1-deg-Colourful Graph Motif, this gives us trivially that
Colourful Graph Motif in combs≤Ptp 1-deg-Colourful Graph Motif and the proof is finished. 
4.2. Reductions
We propose Colourful Graph Motif as a simple tool to prove that various other problems do not admit a polynomial
kernel unless NP ⊆ coNP/poly. Firstly, to give some intuition on Colourful GraphMotif, let us note that Colourful Graph
Motif is a special case of Group Steiner Tree.
Group Steiner Tree Parameter: k.
Input: A graph G = (V , E), sets of vertices T1, . . . , Tk ⊆ V and an integer p.
Question: Does there exist S ⊆ V , such that G[S] is connected, |S| = p and S ∩ Ti ≠ ∅ for i = 1, . . . , k?
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Proposition 4.6. There exists a polynomial parameter transformation from d-deg-Colourful Graph Motif to d-deg-Group
Steiner Tree.
Proof. Assume we have an instance (G, k, f ) of d-deg-Colourful Graph Motif. We create an instance of d-deg-Group
Steiner Tree as follows: we keep the graph G, we let p = k and take Ti = f −1(i). Now the problem Group Steiner Tree
asks whether there exists a connected set S of cardinality p = kwhich has a non-empty intersection with each Ti. As p = k,
we infer that the intersection with each Ti is to contain exactly one element. This is exactly the question in Colourful
Graph Motif, thus the answer to Colourful Graph Motif in (G, f , k) is the same as the answer to Group Steiner Tree in
(G, {Ti}ki=1, p, k). 
Corollary 4.7. Colourful Graph Motif can be solved in 2knO(1) time and polynomial space.
Proof. We reduce Colourful Graph Motif to Group Steiner Tree as in the proof of Proposition 4.6 and use 2knO(1)-time
algorithm described in [28]. 
Our original motivation for analysing Colourful Graph Motifwas the Connected Dominating Set problem.
Connected Dominating Set Parameter: k.
Input: A graph G = (V , E) and an integer k
Question: Does there exist a set S ⊆ V of cardinality at most k, such that G[S] is connected and S is a dominating set
of G?
Proposition 4.8. For all d ≥ 2, there exists a polynomial parameter transformation from (d − 1)-deg-Colourful Graph
Motif to d-deg-Connected Dominating Set, and d-deg-Connected Dominating Set admits no polynomial kernel unless
NP ⊆ coNP/poly.
Proof. We begin with an instance (G, k, f ) of (d − 1)-deg-Colourful Graph Motif. Due to Corollary 4.7, we may assume
k ≥ 2, otherwise we can solve the input instance in polynomial time. We create a graph G′ = (V ′, E ′) as follows:
• V ⊆ V ′, E ⊆ E ′;
• for each colour l ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k}we add two vertices vl and v′l to V ′;• for each colour l ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k}we add an edge vlv′l to E ′;• for each vertex v ∈ V we add an edge vvf (v) to E ′.
Firstly, we prove G′ is d-degenerate. Consider any S ⊆ V ′. Then either S ⊆ V ′ \ V (but then every vertex in G′[S] is of
degree at most 1) or S ∩ V is non-empty. Then G[S ∩ V ] contains a vertex v, which had degree at most (d− 1) in G, so it has
degree at most d in G′ (as we added one edge to each vertex of V ).
Now we prove the answer to Colourful Graph Motif for (G, k, f ) is the same as the answer to Connected Dominating
Set for (G′, 2k). Assume k > 1. If we have a solution S of Colourful Graph Motif in G, we create a solution of Connected
Dominating Set by putting S ′ = S∪{v1, v2, . . . , vk}. The vertices v′l are neighbours of vls, any vertex v ∈ V is a neighbour of
vf (v), which is in S ′, and S ′ is connected, for S was connected and each vl is adjacent to the vertex of colour l in S. On the other
hand, any solution S ′ to Connected Dominating Set in G′ has to contain all the vertices vl (there are two ways to dominate
v′l—eitherwe take vl, orwe take v
′
l , but in the second casewe have to take vl anyway for connectivity). To ensure connectivity
we have to take at least one neighbour ul of each vl (ul ≠ v′l ). As the sets of neighbours of vls are disjoint and |S ′| ≤ 2k, we
infer that exactly one neighbour of each vl is in S ′, i.e., S ′ contains exactly one vertex of each colour. In G′[S ′] the vertices
vl are of degree 1 (they are not adjacent to each other, and are not adjacent to uj for j ≠ l), thus G′[S ′ \ {v1, v2, . . . , vk}] is
connected as G′[S ′] is connected. We infer that S ′ \ {v1, v2, . . . , vk} is a solution to Colourful Graph Motif in G. 
As a final example of the technique we show how to prove that the Steiner Tree problem admits no polynomial kernel
in 2-degenerate graphs. The problem was studied in [13], where Steiner Tree was shown to admit no polynomial kernel
in general graphs, and a simple reduction to 2-degenerate graphs was shown in Section 3. We now show a self-contained
proof to demonstrate again the applicability of Colourful Graph Motif.
Proposition 4.9. For all d ≥ 2, here exists a polynomial parameter transformation from (d− 1)-deg-Colourful Graph Motif
to d-deg-Steiner Tree, and d-deg-Steiner Tree admits no polynomial kernel unless NP ⊆ coNP/poly.
Proof. Assume we have an instance (G, k, f ) of (d− 1)-deg-Colourful Graph Motif. We create an instance (G′, T , k) of d-
deg-Steiner Tree as follows: we keep the graph G as the set of non-terminals. Additionally for each colour i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k}
we add a vertex ti ∈ T and edges vti for all v ∈ f −1(i). We ask for a Steiner tree of cardinality k in G′ connecting all vertices
from T .
First note G′ is d-degenerate. As in the previous proof, the terminals T form an independent set, while to each non-
terminal from G we added exactly one edge. Let S be the solution to Steiner Tree in G′. Note that S has to contain exactly
one vertex of each colour—if some colourwas excluded, the corresponding terminal could not be connected, and the number
of colours is at least |S|. Moreover, S has to be connected inG′[V ] = G, as there is only one vertex of each colour, each terminal
is a leaf in the solution, so removing a terminal does not change the connectivity of the solution. On the other hand, it can
be easily seen that any solution of Colourful Graph Motif in G gives a solution of Steiner Tree in G′. 
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5. On the positive side: polynomial kernel for Connected Vertex Cover in graphs of bounded degeneracy
As a counterpoint to the results above we show that Connected Vertex Cover in 2-degenerate graphs does admit a
polynomial kernel. To show the problem is non-trivial we have to begin by proving Connected Vertex Cover is NP-hard
in this class (otherwise finding a polynomial kernel would not be much of an achievement). This is not surprising—the
Connected Vertex Cover problemwas studied extensively and shown, for instance, to be NP-hard in graphswithmaximum
degree 4 (although it is in P for graphs of maximum degree 3, see [15]). In the subsequent sections we present a kernel for
d-deg-Connected Vertex Coverwith O(kd+1) vertices, as well as a lower bound that shows that the dependency on d in the
exponent is unavoidable (unless NP ⊆ coNP/poly).
5.1. NP-completeness
Proposition 5.1. The unparameterized version of 2-deg-Connected Vertex Cover is NP-complete.
Proof. Being in NP is obvious. We show a reduction of CNF-SAT to 2-deg-Connected Vertex Cover. Consider an instance
C1 ∧ C2 ∧ · · · ∧ Cm with variables x1, . . . , xn of CNF-SAT. LetM be a total number of all literals in all clauses in this formula.
We create a graph G as follows:
• we create two vertices v and v′ and an edge vv′;
• for each variable xwe create vertices xt and xf , an edge xtxf and edges vxt and vxf ;
• for each clause Cj we create vertices Cj and C ′j and an edge CjC ′j ;• for each clause Cj if x is a literal in Cj we create vertices Lxj and L′xj and edges LxjL′xj, LxjCj and Lxjxt . If¬x is a literal in Cj we
create the same vertices and edges, with the exception of the last edge being Lxjxf (see Fig. 2);
First let us check the graph above is indeed 2-degenerate. Assume we have such a set S ⊆ V that G[S] does not contain
a vertex of degree at most 2. The vertices v′, L′xj and C
′
j are of degree 1 in G, so they cannot be contained in S. The vertices
Lxj are of degree 2 in G[V \ {L′xj}], so they cannot be contained in S. After removing all Lxjs and C ′j s the Cjs become isolated,
and the degree of xts and xf s drops to 2, so S cannot contain any of them either. We are left with a single vertex v, which is
isolated in G[{v}], so S is empty.
We now claim that a solution to CNF-SAT in C1 ∧ · · · ∧ Cm exists iff a solution to Connected Vertex Cover exists for
(G, n+m+M + 1). Assume we have a solution φ to CNF-SAT in C1 ∧ · · · ∧ Cm. We choose a set S ⊆ V as follows:
• the vertices v, Cj for all j and Lxj for all x, j for which they exist are in S;
• the vertex xt is in S if φ(x) is true, otherwise xf is in S.
It is easy to see that the set above does indeed cover all the edges of G. It is also connected—all the xts and xf s are connected
with v, for each j the vertices Cj and Lxj are all connected, and as at least one literal of the clause Cj is set to be true by φ, at
least one of the Lxjs for each j is connected to a xt or xf in S. The solution given is of cardinality exactly n+m+M + 1.
On the other hand consider any solution S of Connected Vertex Cover in G. It has to contain v—to cover the edge vv′
one of v, v′ has to be in S, and if v′ ∈ S, then v ∈ S to ensure connectivity. For identical reasons all vertices Cj ∈ S and Lxj are
in S. We already have m + M + 1 vertices in S, so we can use at most n to cover the remaining edges. However the edges
xf xt form a matching of cardinality n in the remaining set, thus we have to take exactly one of {xt , xf } to belong to S.
Consider an assignment φ that sets φ(x) to be true iff xt ∈ S. If for some clause Cj all of its literals were set to false by
φ, then removing the vertices xt or xf corresponding to these literals, none of which are contained in S, would split G into
two connected components, one containing v, the other containing Cj, which would show S cannot be connected. As S is a
solution to Connected Vertex Cover, this cannot happen, thus φ is a solution to our CNF-SAT instance. 
5.2. Polynomial kernel
Proposition 5.2. Connected Vertex Cover in the class of Ki,j-free graphs admits a polynomial kernel with O(k2+(i+j)kmin(i,j))
vertices, for any i, j.
Proof. Consider a graph G = (V , E). We try to solve Connected Vertex Cover for (G, k). First, let X = {v ∈ V : deg v > k}.
Note that if there is a solution S for Connected Vertex Cover in (G, k), then X ⊆ S—since if some v ∈ X \ S, then all the
neighbours of v would have to be in S, but there are more than k of them. In particular, if |X | > k, the answer is NO. Note
that we cannot remove X from G and analyse the remaining graph, for we could lose connectivity.
Consider the set F of edges which are not incident to X . If |F | > k2, the answer is NO (for each vertex from V covers at
most k such edges), let Z be the set of the endpoints of these edges, and let Y = V \ (Z ∪ X). Now for each vertex x ∈ X add
a vertex x′ and an edge xx′ (this is intended to ensure that x is a part of any connected vertex cover not only of G, but also of
the graphs we reduce G to, where the degree of x could drop). Denote the set of all vertices x′ by X ′.
If we do not know the answer yet, we have |X | = |X ′| ≤ k and |Z | ≤ 2k2 (there are at most k2 edges of which the vertices
of Z are endpoints). Moreover N(y) ⊆ X for any y ∈ Y .
Now if we have any two vertices y1, y2 ∈ Y such that N(y1) ⊆ N(y2), then the answer for G is the same as the answer for
G[V \ {y1}]. Indeed—if S is a solution in G[V \ {y1}], it is also a solution in G, since N(y1) ⊆ X ⊆ S, as the edges xx′ have to be
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Fig. 2. Part of the constructed graph illustrating vertices added for clause Cj = (α ∨ β ∨ γ ) and their interaction with vertices added for variables.
covered, and thus all the edges incident to y1 are covered by S, and of course G[S] stays connected. On the other hand, if S is
a solution in G, then either y1 ∉ S (and then S is a solution in G[V \ {y1}]) or y1 ∈ S, and then (S ∪ {y2}) \ {y1} is a solution
in G[V \ {y1}] (since y2 connects everything that y1 connected). Thus as long as a pair of vertices y1, y2 as above exists, we
reduce G by removing y1.
To simplify notation assume i ≤ j. Now we show that after these reductions |Y | ≤ (i + j)ki. Consider any set T ⊆ X .
There is at most one element y ∈ Y such that N(y) = T after the reductions. Moreover, if |T | ≥ i, then there are at most j−1
elements y1, . . . , yj−1 of Y such that N(yl) ⊇ T—otherwise T and the yls would form a Ki,j subgraph in G. For any element
y ∈ Y let f (y) = N(y) if |N(y)| < i and f (y) be any J ⊆ N(y), |J| = i if |N(y)| ≥ i. There are at mosti−1l=0  kl  ≤ iki vertices






of the second type (as for such vertices each set appears at most j− 1 times as the image of f ). Thus after the reductions we
have |V | = |X | + |X ′| + |Z | + |Y | ≤ k+ k+ 2k2 + (i+ j)ki, which is a polynomial in k. 
As the Ki,j-free graphs form a wider class than (min{i, j} − 1)-degenerate graphs, we obtain the following.
Corollary 5.3. Connected Vertex Cover in the class of d-degenerate graphs admits a kernel with O(dkd+1) vertices, for any
d ≥ 1.
5.3. Lower bound on the exponent of the kernel
In this section we show that a simple reduction from the results of Dell andMarx [11] proves that the dependency on the
constant d in the exponent of the kernel size in Corollary 5.3 in probably unavoidable. The reduction starts with the Perfect
d-Set Matching problem, defined for any fixed integer d ≥ 2 as follows.
Perfect d-Set Matching Parameter: k
Input: An integer k, a universe U of size kd and a family F of subsets of U , each of size exactly d.
Question: Does there exist a setM ⊆ F of exactly k pairwise disjoint sets?
Clearly, the solution M satisfies

M = U; each element of U belongs to exactly one set of M . Note that for d = 2
the Perfect d-Set Matching problem is exactly the classical perfect matching problem, solvable in polynomial time. The
problem becomes NP-complete for d ≥ 3 [23].





= Θ(kd) possible elements of the family F .
Dell and Marx [11] showed that (unless NP ⊆ coNP/poly) a polynomial-time algorithm cannot compress the size of F
significantly.
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Theorem 5.4 ([11, Theorem 1.2]). Let d ≥ 3 be an integer and ε be a positive real. Then Perfect d-Set Matching does not have
kernels of size O(kd−ε), unless NP ⊆ coNP/poly.
Wenote that, although the above theorem is stated in the language of (classical) kernelization algorithms, the framework
of weak compositions used by Dell and Marx excludes kernelization algorithms into an arbitrary language. Formally
speaking, an existence of constants d ≥ 3, ε > 0, an (arbitrary) language L and a polynomial-time algorithm that represents
a Perfect d-SetMatching instance (U,F , k) as an equivalent instance x of the problem Lwith |x| = O(kd−ε), already implies
NP ⊆ coNP/poly and a collapse of the polynomial hierarchy.
As the language L, we may use the Connected Vertex Cover problem in graphs of bounded degeneracy. We show now
that a Perfect d-Set Matching instance can be easily represented as a (d+ 1)-deg-Connected Vertex Cover instance.
Lemma 5.5. For any fixed integer d ≥ 2, there exists a polynomial-time algorithm that, given a Perfect d-Set Matching
instance (U,F , k), outputs an equivalent Connected Vertex Cover instance (G, k′) with |V (G)| = 2|U| + |F | + 2, |E(G)| =
(d+ 1)|F | + |U| + 1, k′ = k(d+ 1)+ 1 and the graph G being (d+ 1)-degenerate.
Proof. Given a Perfect d-Set Matching instance (U,F , k), construct a graph G as follows. First, introduce a root vertex r ,
as well as a vertex r ′ and an edge rr ′. Second, for each a ∈ U introduce two vertices va, v′a and an edge vav′a. Third, for each
A ∈ F introduce a vertex wA and edges wAr and wAva for all a ∈ A. This finishes the description of the graph G. Clearly,
|V (G)| = 2|U| + |F | + 2 and |E(G)| = (d+ 1)|F | + |U| + 1.
First, let us verify that the graph G is indeed (d + 1)-degenerate. Let W ⊆ V (G). Note that the vertices {wA : A ∈ F },
{v′a : a ∈ U} as well as r ′ have degrees at most d+ 1 in G, thus, if any of these vertices appear inW , G[W ] contains a vertex
of degree at most d+ 1. Otherwise,W ⊆ {va : a ∈ U} ∪ {r} and G[W ] is an edgeless graph.
We now claim that (U,F , k) is a YES-instance to Perfect d-Set Matching if and only if G admits a connected vertex
cover of size k′ = k(d+ 1)+ 1 = |U| + k+ 1. Note that any connected vertex cover of G needs to contain all vertices va for
a ∈ U as well as the vertex r (due to the existence of the degree-1 vertices v′a and r ′). These |U| + 1 vertices form a vertex
cover of G; the purpose of the remaining k vertices of a connected vertex cover of G is to provide connectivity. By taking a
vertex wA into a connected vertex cover of G, we connect d vertices va for a ∈ A to the root vertex r . As we are allowed to
take at most k vertices wA, and |U| = kd, the only way to construct a connected vertex cover of G of size k′ is to take (apart
from the vertices r and va for a ∈ U) verticeswA for all elements A of a solutionM to the Perfect d-Set Matching instance
(U,F , k). This finishes the proof of the lemma. 
Corollary 5.6. If there exists a constant integer d ≥ 4, a real ε > 0 and a kernelization algorithm for d-deg-Connected Vertex
Cover that outputs an instance with O(kd−1−ε) vertices, then NP ⊆ coNP/poly.
Proof. By pipelining the assumed kernelization algorithm with the reduction of Lemma 5.5 from the Perfect (d − 1)-Set
Matching problem, we obtain an algorithm that represents an arbitrary Perfect (d− 1)-Set Matching instance (U,F , k)
as a d-deg-Connected Vertex Cover instance with O(kd−1−ε) vertices. For a fixed integer d, a d-degenerate graph with
O(kd−1−ε) vertices has O(kd−1−ε) edges and can be represented using O(kd−1−ε log k) bits. By the result of Dell and Marx
(Theorem 5.4), such a representation implies NP ⊆ coNP/poly.
The assumption d ≥ 4 ensures that the kernelization hardness of Perfect (d−1)-SetMatching is provided by the result
of Dell and Marx (Theorem 5.4); note that Perfect 2-Set Matching is equivalent to the classical perfect matching problem,
and thus is solvable in polynomial time. 
6. Conclusions and open problems
In this paper we investigated kernelization hardness in d-degenerate graphs for a number of problems that included the
connectivity requirement. Generally, we proved that the bounded degeneracy assumption does not help much in existence
of polynomial kernels. The question arises: does there exist a natural class larger than H-minor-free graphs or apex-minor-
free graphs, for which Connected Dominating Set, Connected Feedback Vertex Set or Connected Odd Cycle Transversal
admit a small kernel? What about H-topological-minor-free graphs? To the best of our knowledge, these three problems
cannot be easily covered by the recent results of Langer et al. [27].
Secondly, Colourful Graph Motif proved to be a handy tool for proving kernelization hardness for 2-deg-Connected
Dominating Set and 2-deg-Steiner Tree. We believe this idea can inspire more negative results in the field of kernelization.
In particular, such techniques may lead to a negative result for the question of existence of a polynomial kernel for Planar
Steiner Tree, which today is a major open problem in kernelization and is not covered by the meta-kernelization theorems
of Bodlaender et al. [4].
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